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Overview 
I take it for granted that we now live in a twenty-four seven society, where essential services like 
health, transport, communication simply have to be available around the clock to ensure that 
everyone is taken care of.  Notions of the nine to five work week, and two day weekend, while still 
important, are simply impossible to maintain in any strict fashion. 
 
That being said, our human needs for quality rest, quality relational time, and quality spiritual 
space can not be overlooked simply because they do not have an immediate economic cost.  
Extending trading hours is not simply an economic decision. Its opportunity costs on ‘rest, 
relationships and religion’ will be disproportionately borne by the must vulnerable in society – the 
poor, disadvantage, undereducated – who simply have to work in part-time, weekend and night 
shifts to make ends meet.  The burden also falls to small business owners who can’t afford to pay 
workers during ‘off’ hours, but can’t afford to close if they are going to be competitive. 
 
 

The impact on employment and business growth in Queensland. 
Longer trading hours can seem like a panacea to flagging employment and business growth, yet it is 
at best a mixed bag, and at worst causing harm to employment and business. 
 
As the Issues Paper notes, extended trading hours increasing part-time and casual employment, as 
noted above, which is taken up by the most marginal people in our community. This is leading to a 
two tier society – where the skilled are employed in full-time work largely during ‘office hours’ and 
the unskilled are employed in part-time work in ‘off’ hours. 
 
The ‘advantaged’ are getting ahead, enjoying higher wages and better working times – and also get 
the added benefit of going out, being entertained and enjoying family outings, at the expense of the 
disadvantaged who work nights and weekends. The disadvantaged are home when their kids are at 
school, and working when their kids are home.   This subtle shift in society is causing further 
dysfunction to the most marginal.  They get little quality ‘rest, relational and religious’ time while the 
advantaged take such time for granted.  Such a two tier society, and further separation of the rich 
and poor is not good for society and needs to be arrested.  Extending trading hours will not help. 
 
Extending trading hours does not make good economic sense.  There is only so much ‘consumption’ 
income available in our society.  While extending trading hour may increase it by a small per cent, 
that increase has to be divided by the extra hours and wages bill.  The ‘spend per hour’ or ‘spend per 
floor space’ or ‘spend per worker’ will for most businesses decrease. While larger business can 
absorb this cost, [and it forms part of their competition strategy to reduce the competition] the 
burden falls on small business owners to work these extended hours.   At a time when new business 
registrations are falling, extended trading hours becomes another barrier to entry to new 
businesses, knowing they have to work extra long hours just to get started. 
 
 

The impact on the Qld economy overall. 
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There is little doubt that there would be some economic increase from extended trading hours – 
much of it, it could be argued though, is simply moving the deck chairs around, ie the same people 
shopping at different times, having to increase the number of people employed part-time to serve 
them. 
 
The costs in terms of ‘rest, relationships & religion’ [or Social costs] are not taken into account, are 
hard to calculate and would be arguable much bigger than any advantages. 
 
 

The impact on the market share of small and medium-sized businesses. 
It is hard to see how small and medium sized business will not be adversely affected in terms of 
market share. Giving such businesses an advantage at some stage during the week seems essential 
in allowing them to compete with big business. Exemptions based on size might need to be re-
evaluated. 
 
 

The impact on workers and their families. 
As stated above, extended trading hours seems to impacts on the poor and uneducated in terms of 
squeezing them into part-time and casual jobs during ‘off’ hours. It also puts pressure on such 
disadvantaged families as they have less family times.  It seems these groups are those who perhaps 
need the most amount of time together. 
 
Having lived and Ministered in North Queensland for nearly a decade I saw first hand the impact of 
‘extended trading hours’ in terms of extended working hours.  The Burdekin region had gone to a 6-9 
month ‘Crush’ in the sugar-cane industry that saw workers on a 24-7 shift.  This saw a large 
proportion of the towns work force on work rosters that gave them no consistency – ie they did not 
get the same time/day off each week. They were often asleep or at work when their family were 
awake. 
 
The town talked about ‘Crush widows’, wives who had little quality time with their husbands for 6 
months!  This put huge pressure on marriage relations and led to higher than normal martial 
breakdown and domestic violence.  Many children saw little of their working parents for 6 months. 
In some families this was both parents [with grandparents taking on the parenting role.]  Needless to 
say, behaviour issues at school and learning quality was affected. 
 
Virtually every community and sporting group in the district was decimated by the 24/7 work rosters 
as workers simply could not volunteer or commit to events as they had no regular time off.  The 
town was simply not the same as what it had been.  
 
The above is an extreme example where a large proportion of the town were affected [like mining 
towns]. The same effect will happen in all our towns and cities from extended trading hours, it will 
simply be hidden and be bourn by the lower end of town.  
 
 

The impact in meeting the needs of the Qld public and visitors to the state. 
Large swathes of Europe do not have the extended trading hours we seem to assume are needed. 
Locals and tourists manage quite well in these areas. This situation helps push locals and tourists 
beyond the benign action of consumption to community exploration.  
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It is more a choice of what type of community we want to be.  One that shuffles people into 
shopping malls, or one that develops community, parks, culture, the arts.  I would hope we want to 
choose the later above the former. 
 

The impact in providing certainty and consistency in retail shop trading hours 
arrangements between and within regions of Queensland, including in 
relation to public holidays and trading hours on those public holidays. 
Having lived in rural and city areas of Qld I don’t believe the difference in trading hours across Qld 
has much impact at all. It is an interesting curiosity that becomes a talking point, but is quickly 
adjusted to. Most Queenslanders would not know such differences existed. 
 
As there is always a service station, chemist or other essential place of commerce open in every 
area, shoppers are not denied commercial opportunities, just convenience. Why should the 
convenience of  consumers be more valuable than the convenience of workers and small business 
owners? 
 


